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INTRODUCING
OCULUS

Virtual Reality is a term familiar to most , and it has yet

to be fully understood by the masses . The Oculus

Quest 2 is a market disruptor for wireless VR . It is

untethered , and it doesn ’t require a pricey gaming PC

or any other device to experience it . Oculus is owned

by Facebook , and they have created this technology

that is more accessible than anything on the market at

the price point of $299 . The hardware consists of

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ XR2 Platform , and the

device contains 6GB of RAM . The goggles come with

touch controllers that translate gestures directly into a

virtual environment , which allows for realistic

movement within the experience . The goggles

themselves come with a stretchy strap that holds to

your head securely . The lenses can also be adjusted to

fit your face based on your interpupillary distance . 

When coding an app for a VR experience , the leading

options include Unreal and Unity . We chose Unity , and

60% of apps are made using this choice . Unity provides

an asset store with access to various 3D models

available at all different prices . Unity ’s capabilities

come from using C# for programming , and Oculus

integration can be configured through the Unity Asset

Store .



HISTORY AND
STRENGTHS OF
OCULUS
The same year Google Street View added 3D features , the

first Oculus was prototyped . It began as a set kit that anyone

could put together , and in 2012 a Kickstarter raised about

$2 .5 million for production of the Rift . In 2014 , Oculus was

purchased by Facebook and began developing new

technology . At this time , Google and Sony were releasing and

working on their own VR technology . In 2018 , the untethered

Oculus Go and Oculus Quest begin pushing out competitors

working on mobile phone VR projects . By 2019 , the

advancement in eye tracking , field or view , and hand

tracking continue to make Oculus stand out . 

Strengths of VR include complete immersion , untethered

interactions and 3D visualization . Once the headset is on , the

user sees a different environment completely . This complete

immersion gives applications the ability to control the focus

of the user . Industries such as healthcare , education and law

enforcement , have used the technology for training purposes .

The VR walkthroughs of otherwise dangerous or challenging

circumstances ensure that the user is paying attention by

requiring their action and having them react in the moment .

According to FinanceOnline , police officers who completed

VR training were 2 .7 times more likely to have successful

missions . Similarly , visualization can help product design and

manufacturing industries optimize efficiency such as Airbus

who uses it for practicing maintenance protocols and has

reduced the time of the process by 25%. 

VR technology has been used by a variety of industries

including the automotive industry , the healthcare industry ,

retail , tourism , architecture , learning and development , law

enforcement , art and design , social , marketing , and well-

being .

https://financesonline.com/virtual-reality-statistics/
https://financesonline.com/virtual-reality-statistics/
https://virtualspeech.com/blog/vr-applications
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210729005822/en/Global-Automotive-Virtual-Reality-Market-Report-2021---5G-Connectivity-Will-Spearhead-the-VR-Technology-in-Connected-Vehicles---ResearchAndMarkets.com
https://builtin.com/healthcare-technology/ar-virtual-reality-healthcare
https://www.perforce.com/blog/vcs/virtual-reality-retail-shopping-experience
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/06/virtual-reality-tourism-ready-for-takeoff-as-travellers-remain-grounded
https://datafloq.com/read/how-vr-shaping-future-architecture-construction/11467
https://www.wpr.org/some-wisconsin-law-enforcement-agencies-use-virtual-reality-training-improve-response


HISTORY AND
STRENGTHS OF
OCULUS CONTD.
Oculus technology has advanced since the launch of

Oculus Rift in 2016 , to the now completely untethered

Oculus Quest . The Quest has downloadable applications

that allow for mindfulness , immersion , personal

interaction , training , 3D visualization , game play . While

games have a more obvious consumer base , companies

and employers are missing out on the usefulness of the

technology . 

Some of the greatest barriers to user adoption of VR

include poor user experience , lack of quality content , and

reluctance of consumers and businesses , according to

Finances Online . For investors , the largest concerns

include lack of an established market for technology ,

untested technology , slow business adoption , and slow

consumer adoption . Opposingly , some of the greatest

strengths of VR uses in the workforce include providing

real-time information , facilitating training , and

enhancing design development . 

Because of the limited content offerings , businesses are

hesitant to integrate VR technology into their workforce

practice . Our tutorial based app will let users experience

several types of content capabilities , so companies can

see the content development possibilities that would be

helpful for them . 

https://financesonline.com/virtual-reality-statistics/


AUDIENCE/USER
GROWTH

In the past six years , the amount of virtual reality users

has increased significantly . According to Tech Jury , in

2020 , there were more than 57 million users in the

United States and that number is expected to grow to

95 .1 million users by 2022 , marking an expanding

consumer base . In 2015 , only 45% of Americans were

familiar with VR reality which grew significantly in

2020 when it was found that around 78% of Americans

were familiar . The rise in awareness is often credited to

simpler and cheaper devices available as well as

growth in a variety of industries . 

A study by the GlobalWebIndex found that younger

and male users are most likely to have used a VR

headset in the US and UK . Around 30% of men

compared to 16% of women in the survey had used the

technology . Additionally , they found adoption rates of

VR technology were held back by hardware costs and

the second barrier to adoption they discovered was the

lack of content available . With a reduction in cost with

more affordable options like the Oculus Quest and an

increase in content and awareness , it is likely that VR

will continue to grow .

https://techjury.net/blog/virtual-reality-statistics/#gref
https://financesonline.com/virtual-reality-statistics/


COMPARATIVE
APPLICATIONS

Awareness of VR and even simply trying on the

headset is key to understanding the value and

opportunities in this technology . Venture Beat created

a list of applications for new users to get accustomed

to their new devices . This included free apps

demonstrating cinematic content and content

creation . Another method created to showcase the

capabilities of VR were the Quest Demos , an

interactive series held on zoom , created by Oculus .

Free or affordable apps are offered to showcase

different kinds of experiences , but that can become

costly and time consuming when experimenting with

several apps . 

So while a variety of introductory applications exist on

the Quest App store , none offer a comprehensive

demonstration of several VR experiences . Creating an

application which houses a plethora of experiences

allows users to understand everything the technology

is capable of . Also , with an app like this , companies

interested in investing in VR can understand the scope

of content which can be created and how it can be

used . 

https://venturebeat.com/2018/01/02/the-best-ways-to-demo-your-new-vr-headsets/
https://www.oculus.com/blog/introducing-quest-demos-a-new-interactive-series-held-live-on-zoom/
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